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Buffalo to Host Progressive Law Conference 
by Nathaniel Charny 
StaffWriter 
U.B. Law School has been selected 
as host for the 1990 National Lawyers' 
Guild Mideast Regional Conference, 
according to Cont erence organizer Tara 
Burke. The Conference is scheduled for 
the weekend of October 5-7, 1990, at 
the Buffalo State College Classroom 
Building. "This is going to be a fantastic 
weekend," says Burke. "Attorneys, law 
students, jailhouse lawye,s, paralegals 
and community activists from around 
the region will all be gathering in Buffalo 
to work, caucus and party." 
The conference will kick off on Friday 
night with a panel discussion on the 
1971 Attica Prison Uprising and the liti­
gation that has resulted from that event. 
Assembly Leader Arthur Eve will lead 
the panel, which includes several attor­
neys who worked on the litigation aris­
ing from the uprising as well as attor­
neys who are presently involved in At-
tica litigation. The evening will begin 
with a short film that presents an ac­
count of the uprising, followed by a 
panel of people who are intimately con­
nected to the events that followed. 
Saturday and Sunday will be filled 
with workshops and seminars on a wide 
range of issues. "We are lucky to have 
so many active and involved people 
from our region," explains Gretchen 
Stork, one ofthe conference organizers. 
"The workshops, on issues such as 
immigration law, prisoners rights, inter­
national human rights, drug war hys­
teria, and national health care, will be 
led by attorneys and activists who are 
right on the leading edge of these is­
sues." 
For example, a Saturday workshop 
led by Karrie Moss, a New York Attor­
ney from the ACLU Women's Rights 
Project, will be on the criminalization of 
reproductive behavior, a recent devel­
opment in the field of reproductive rights. 
In addition, several professors from the 
law school will also be involved. lsabele 
Marcus will be speaking at the work­
shop on human rights and Jeff Blum will 
be involved with the workshop on pro­
gressive responses to the war on drugs. 
Saturday night will begin with a dinner 
at the Unitarian Church, followed by a 
dynamic and exciting pair of keynote 
speakers, according to Burke. Aronette 
Diaz, a lawyer and President of the 
Democratic Nationalist Union Party of El 
Salvador will be speaking with Milu 
Vargas, a member of the Nicaraguan 
National Assembly since 1984 and 
founding member of AMLAE, a Nicara­
guan feminist organization. The speak­
ers will be followed by an all-night World­
Beat Dance Party with AZUCAR. 
"We are really excited about the 
weekend," commented Burke. 'We 
expect a huge group from around the 
region and hope that students from 
Buffalo will recognize what a great 
opportunity this is." 
The registration fee for the confer­
ence is $30.00 for students and parale­
gals, $65.00 for Guild attorneys and 
$75.00 for community members. The 
fee includes materials and workshops, 
breakfasts and dinner Saturday, as well 
as the party Saturday night. These fees 
can all be reduced or even waived. "We 
will not tum anyone away who is inter­
ested because they can't afford the costs. 
Just let us know what you can afford to 
pay. Our priority is getting people to 
come to the conference and participate," 
says Stork. 
Students are invited and encouraged 
to participate in the entire conference 
weekend, or are invited to attend par­
ticular activities. For example, stude11.ts 
may attend just the Attica Panel, the 
World Beat Dance Party, or any of the 
workshops that they are interested in. 
For more specific information on the 
conference schedule, or to reserve a 
spot, contact Gretchen Stork at (716) 
885-0521, Tara Burke at (716) 885-
6663, or stop by the National Lawyers' 
Guild office in O'Brian, room 118, or the 
Public Interest Office in O'Brian, room 
509. 
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The Stealth Candidate: Is he Souter-able? 
by Maria Germani 
Editor-in-Chief 
Undoubtedly, this week David H. 
Souter will be confirmed as the 105th 
Justice to serve the United States Su­
preme Court. After three days of testi­
mony before the Senate Judiciary 
Committee, the country judge from New 
Hampshire has left little doubt about his 
command of legal precedent, modern 
law, and the politics of judicial confirma­
tion proceedings. (The latter most cer­
tainly an oxymoron for recent cave 
escapees.) 
Three years ago, the nomination and 
derailment of Robert Bork as Supreme 
Court Justice illuminated the fact as 
never before that from then on, the de­
termination of future prospective em­
ployees of the Court would no longer lie 
with the discretions of a court-packing 
President or select cadre of Washing-
~=========================== abortion rights groups are the most vocal 
'-"'============='-'...._................................==;a,======== 
ton, D.C. power brokers. Nominees to 
the Court would now be subject to the 
populace-at-large conducting their own 
national litmus tests. Gone are the days 
of the smoke-filled rooms of the 
President's personal quarters where the 
ultimate determinations were made. 
Personal motives and agendas as well 
as who you know have always played a 
decisive role in the resume game in 
Washington. Butthis is different. This is 
the Supreme Court: the bastion of 
democracy distanced and irreverent to 
an ever-changing political climate of 
voting booths, approval percentages, 
and PACs in its pursuit of "Equal Justice 
Under Law." The politics behind the 
nomination and confirmation proceed­
ings of judicial appointments to the 
Supreme Court are not a post-Bork 
phenomena. Who you know has always 
played, and still plays a major role in the 
world of Washington: David Souter is 
where he is today not only because of 
'· 
his own intellectual gift, but more impor­
tantly because he was rubber-stamped 
byJohn Surunu-President Bush's White 
House chief-of-staff and former Gover­
nor of New Hampshire who appointed 
Souter to that state's supreme court in 
1983. 
Although the life-tenure status of 
Supreme Court Justices is to help en­
sure the Court as an apolitical institu­
tion, the very nature of the Court's func­
tion and impact inherently subjects it to 
the political machinery of our society. 
Judge Souter's responses before the 
Senate Judiciary Committee gave me 
flashbacks ofThe Dating Game-the tele­
vision game show aired in the 1970s 
where eligible bachelors and bache­
lorettes diligently responded to ques­
tions with all the right kinds of answers, 
in the hopes of becoming The Chosen 
One of the show. 
Souter gave all the right kinds of an­
swers too. His cautious responses 
appeased many, but certainly not all: 
advocates against Souter's nomination, 
and one conservative group opposes 
his nomination because of the judge's 
membership on the Board of a certain 
hospital where abortions were per­
formed. 
His biggest hurdle was to pass the 
non-Bork test, and that he did. Judge 
Souter played ''the game' well indeed. 
Newspaper accounts of his "polished 
testimony" and "performance" led one to 
v.·onder if he was up for a position on the 
highest Court in the country, ora leading 
part in a play. The stakes are much 
higher in this game, and Souter is keenly 
aware of it. Victory is not an all-ex­
pense-paid, week-long trip to Las Ve­
gas. In 'Dating Game' lingo, victory is 
the equivalent of marriage to the chosen 
eligible bachelor (no pun intended) "till 
death [or self-determined retirement] do 
us part." 
The ever-growing intense interest 
displayed by numerous American fac-
tions in Supreme Court confirmation 
proceedings is like a double-edged 
blade: the rising numbers and decibels 
of interested groups reflect the growing 
awareness of the importance attached 
to the nominating and selection process 
of the Justices. This is the only time any 
person or group has any say on the 
subject. This growing awareness in turn 
highlights the Court's position of signifi­
cance. 
The flip side of increasing interest in 
the confirmation proceedings resonates 
with the ~1.1blic's distrust of the admini­
stration basing its decision of a nominee 
on something other than credentials and 
competence gleaned from a track rec­
ord. 
So who is this mystery man from New 
Hampshire whose relative obscurity 
certainly worked in his favor? Where 
does he lay on the ideological spec­
trum? Liberal groups are uneasy de­
spite Souter's reassuring generalities of 
hisviews concerning the Court's protec­
tion of individual rights, and his rejection 
of an original framers' intent interpreta­
tion of the Constitution. Conservatives 
are hoping they will be happily surprised 
like they were with Justice Anthony 
Kennedy. 
David Souter has shed little light on 
how he would vote on some of the most 
divisive constitutional issues facing the 
country. The Senate confirmation vote 
on Judge Souter will most likely take 
place by week's end. The Court's ses­
sion begins in less than one week. Stay 
tuned. 
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The U.B. Faculty Statement Re­
garding Intellectual Freedom, Tol­ FACULTY STATEMENT REGARDING INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM, 
erance, and Prohibited Harassment TOLERANCE, AND PROHIBITED HARASSMENT has aroused agreatdeal of contro­
versy, including a lawsuit. Hate 
speech and administrativeattempts Every intellectual community worthy of the name thrives on sharp and heated controversy-on 
the free and full expression of opposing ideas and values; on impassioned arguments for, andto deal with it are divisive issues on 
equally passionate arguments against. Given the particular professional skills required for the college campuses across the practice of law, law schools, including this one, especially prize and encourage such unencum­
nation. The Opinion is interested in bered give-and-take, the more lively and uninhibited the better. 
your opinion. Please take a mo­ Because both the common law and two centuries of Constitutional tradition have long given 
ment to complete the survey and American lawyers a special role in assuring fairness and securing equal treatment to all people, 
our intellectual community also shares values that go beyond a mere standardized commitment drop it off in either Box 677 or 808. to open and unrestrained debate. We support the particular values shaped by the special tradi­The results will be printed in our tions and responsibilities of the legal community to which all of us-students and faculty alike­
next issue. belong. Any and all expressions of bigotry, prejudice and discrimination are abhorrent to these 
traditions; they not only detract from the person uttering them, but reflect poorly upon the profession 
as a whole.Please check off your answers. By entering law school, and joining this legal community, each student's absolute right to liberty 
of speech must also become tempered in its exercise, by the responsibility to promote equality and r------------, justice. Therefore.it should be understood that remarks directed at another's race, sex, religion,I II am a: _first year national origin, aQe or sexual preference will be ill-received, or that racist, sexist, homophobic and I I anti-lesbian, ageist and ethnically derogatory statements, as well as other remarks based on
_second yearI I prejudice and group stereotype, will generate critical responses and swift, open condemnation by 
I _third year I the faculty, wherever and however they occur. 
I 
_faculty I Wf3 note with dismay recent acts of harassment, intimidation, and assault against persons of color 
and other groups which have taken place on campuses around the country, and which have often I I 
~one far beyond the bounds of constitutionally protected speech. Concern regarding suchI 
I 0 The faculty statement : inappropriate and often outrageous behavior compels the faculty to add a clear and specificshould remain in effect. warning concerning any such acts that may occur in this school. It is the policy of this law school I 1 to take strong and immediate steps against any and all such behavior. The means of doing so will 
I I always be informed by the faculty's strong commitment to the requirements of due process but will D The faculty statementI I not be limited solely to the use of ordinary university disciplinary procedures. Where such actsshould be withdrawn. indicate that a student may lack sufficient moral character to be admitted to the practice of law, the I I 
school can and will make appropriate communications to the character and fitness committees of I I any bar to which such a student applies, including, where appropriate, its conclusion that theI D I II am indifferent. student should not be admitted to practice law. In addition, in appropriate cases, the school will I not hesitate to act upon its legal and ethical duty to notify state and federal law enforcement 
I I authoriti~s of such acts, and to cooperate with those authorities in their investigation and 
I Other I prosecution.D Although the faculty is prepared to exercise such sanctions, we hope and expect that theI (please explain). I 
occasion to do so will not arise. Thus, we expect that students will accept, and act in accordance I I with, the moral obligations of the profession and this community and honor the traditions of fairness, I I equaHty and respect for others that sustain the legal profession and inform the culture of this law I I school. 
I I 
- Adopted October 2, 1987I I 
I Submit to Box 677 or 808 IL____________ .J 
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New regulations threaten freedom of choice 
by Maria Schmit 
Managing Editor 
In its upcoming term the Supreme 
Court will hear and presumably decide 
upon the constitutionality of the present 
regulations that prohibit federal funds 
from going to public and private non­
profit agencies that provide any infor­
mation and nondirective counseling on 
abortion. So far, three circuit courts 
have ruled on this issue. The Second 
Circuit has upheld the validity of the 
present regulations while the First and 
Tenth Circuits have declared the regula­
tions to be unconstitutional. 
Title X of the Public Health Service 
Act was enacted by Congress in 1970. 
This Act authorizes the Secretary of 
Health and Hurrian Services to provide 
funds by way of grants to both public and 
private nonprofit providers of family 
planning services. While Title X funds 
have never been used to pay for abor­
tions, since 1981, public health provid­
ers have been permitted to provide re­
ferrals and other nondirect forms of 
counseling on abortion. However, in 
1988, after seventeen years of such a 
policy, sections of the Act were reinter­
preted and new regulations were put 
into effect by the then Secretary of Health 
and Human Services, Otis Bowen. 
These new regutations restrict grants to 
nonprofit prqviders who give no advice 
or information on abortion as a possible 
option. Under these new regulations, 
defining how Title X funds are to be 
implemented, any family planning pro­
vider who gives such information will 
lose all Title X funds. 
Since 1988, these new regulations 
have been challenged in district and 
circuit courts. The Second Circuit was 
the first appellate court to rule on this 
issue. On November 1, 1989, th~ Court 
ruled on The State Of New York Y, 
SuHjyan 889 F.2d 401. The Second 
Circuit affirmed the district court ruling 
upholding the regulations. The Court 
ruled that the Secretary's interpretation 
of the Act was within his authority, that 
the regulations posed no violation of a 
women's rig_ht to privacy, and that they 
violate neither women's nor family plan­
ning providers' right to free speech. 
The loss of these 
services will 
result in an 
increase in AIDS 
and other 
sexually trans­
mitted diseases 
The Second Circuit decision was 
followed by a First Circuit ruling to the 
contrary. On March 19, 1990 the First 
Circuit, sitting en bane, ruled on .QQm: 
monwealth of Massachusetts v, Secre­
tary of Health and Human services 889 
F.2d 53. The district court found the 
regulations unconstitutional and issued 
an injunction enjoining enforcement of 
Title X regulations. The First Circuit 
affirmed the district court's ruling. 
Shortly after the First Circuit decision 
came down with its ruling, the Supreme 
Court granted Certiorari to hear the 
Second Circuit case. New York Y, Sum­
van 110 S.Ct. 2559 (May 29, 1990). 
Secretary of Health and Human Serv­
ices, Dr. Louis Sullivan, filed a petion for 
certiorari on the First Circuit case on 
June 8, 1990. Sincethel'), another circuit 
has ruled on this issue. In Planned 
Parenthood v. Sullivan. _F.2d_ 
(1990), the Tenth Circuit joined the First 
Circuit in holding that the new Title X 
regulations were invalid. The Court 
found that the regulations violated a 
woman's right to choose, and her 
physician's right to inform. It affirmed 
the permanent injunction against the im-
plementation of the regulations. 
With the circuit courts spli! over this 
issue, the Supreme Court will decide the 
constitutionality of the new regulations. 
The Court's decision will effect the First 
and Fifth Amendment rights of family 
planning providers who are the recipi­
ents of Title X funds. Women's rights to 
privacy, to be informed, and to make 
informed decisions will also be affected. 
The Court's decision will also decide the 
fate of many family planning clinics. The 
loss of funding will work a severe hard­
ship on medical providers. While Title X 
funds are not used for abortion services, 
many clinics which receive these funds 
have abortion facilities on the premises, 
and it would be prohibitively expensive 
to separate the facilities' services. Should 
the regulations be held valid, many clin­
ics will lose their funds and be forced to 
close. This will especially hurt the over 
fourteen million women being served by 
these Title X funds, over ninety percent 
of whom live approximately 150 percent 
below the poverty line. (Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts v, Secretary of Health 
and Human Services 899 F.2d 53). For 
example, the South Bronx family plan­
ning facility, which serves over 6000 
women, the vast majority of whom are 
poor, is speculated to close if Title X 
funds are cut. If this clinic shuts down, 
the women it serves will be left without 
medical services {these women cannot 
afford an appointment with a private 
gynocologist). The loss of these serv­
ices will result in an increase in AIDS 
and other sexually transmitted diseases, 
and an increase in the number of preg­
nancies, especially among young teen­
agers who rely on birth control informa­
tion and birth control devices currently 
provided by the clinics. This in turn will 
put a further burden and strain on the 
already overworked and understaffed 
clinics serving poor communities. 
Ironically, the loss of family planning 
clinics funded by Title X grants will result 
in the very problem that the backers of 
the new regulations seek to avoid: an 
increase in wanted pregnancies and 
consequent abortions. The likely ap­
pointment of Judge David Souter to the 
Supreme Court increases the odds that 
the privacy rights guaranteeing women 
the freedom of choice to have an abor­
tion (see Roe v, Wade,410 U.S. 113) 
may be withdrawn and thrown back to 
state legislatures. That possibility, 
coupled with an increasing national debt, 
rising medical costs, and narrow health 
coverage offered to employees on the 
job, and, of course, the new Title X regu­
lations, signals renewed conflict between 
pro- and anti-choice factions. 
First Meetine for Advocacy Group 
On Monday, September 24, 1990, Rebecca Eisen and Catherine 
Cerulli discussed the goals and objectives of the newly organized 
advocacy group aiding victims of domestic violence. Approxi­
mately thirty-six law students attended the organizational meeting. 
Issues discussed included the role of the new group in coordination 
with the Volunteer Lawyer's Guild, Legal Services, and the Erie 
County Bar Association. 
Committees were formed write a consitution and to plan a training 
session. The times and places for the committee meetings will be 
posted ~hroughout the halls of the law school. Requests for 
information should be addressed to either box #327 or #357. 
Why I love America (and other cynical observations) 
by Daryl McPherson 
Staff Writer 
In these trying times, I'm forced to ask 
myself what it means to love America. 
Does it mean love of country or love of 
the capitalist system? Or is it some kind 
of mixture of both? 
I ask these questions because I'm 
starting to wonder what America is all 
about. These past few months, perhaps 
these past few years, have shown a 
resurgence of nationalism. People get 
so reactionary when it comes to the 
symbols of our country. At first glance, 
one would think that Americans wore 
their patriotism on their sleeves. 
But that's the point, they don't. 
Americans are content to love Amer­
ica quietly and privately until someone 
somewhere disturbs our personal no­
tion of what America is about. For some, 
it's flag-burning._ For others, it's anthem 
insulting. ~ut may I ask when was the 
last time the majority of the noise-mak­
ers actually honored the flag or sung the 
national anthem without the benefit of a 
national holiday°or sporting event? Sure, 
some people in the crowd actually dis­
play legitimate national pride, but what 
good is worshipping the symbols if you 
don't understand what they stand for? 
It blows my mind that some people 
can't see that tolerating flag-burning is 
the ultimate expression of American 
freedom. I equate it with the alleged 
sacrifice Jesus Christ made for human-
ity. Pleading forgiveness for those who 
have killed you because you love them 
says a lot about how much you care. If 
the son of God can die for our sins, is it 
too much to ask for a piece of cloth to 
"die" for our liberty? 
Foryears I've heard people complain­
ing about "The Star Spangled Banner." 
We've all heard how hard it isto sing, the 
tune is an old drinking song, it's about 
war, etc. Many people think "America 
the Beautiful" would be a better national 
anthem. Personally, it really doesn't 
matter to me. But is it a betrayal of the 
"Banner" to speak against it in favor of 
the "Beautiful?" I'd like to think most 
people would say no, and recognize that 
this is clearly free speech. Therefore, 
speaking against the Anthem is gener­
ally allowed. 
Unless, of course, you're Irish. 
Forthe most part, the Sinead O'Connor 
controversy is over, but I'd still like to 
comment. I couldn't understand what 
the controversy was about. Rock stars 
always have unusual demands in con­
junction with their concert performances. 
Some like video games, some trash the 
place if they find a red M & M in the candy 
bowl. Is it so strange that a person like 
Sinead O'Connor would request the 
anthem not be played? 
Right now, America is in the middle of 
an international crisis that could blow up 
into an all-out war. After Vietnam, no 
one wants American soldiers killed in 
action without a good reason. While I 
feel (Heaven help me) that Bush is doing 
the right thing, I think we should be 
honest about the situation. The Gulf 
Crisis isn't about restoring the rightful 
rulers of Kuwait, it's about oil. We're 
trying to protect the world economy and 
American interests in oil. (Though as 
Michael Gurwitz pointed out in the last 
issue, it's not our oil.) We don't fight for 
values and principles anymore. Now 
and forever, we fight for money. 
For the most part, Americans approve 
of this action, and so do I tentatively. 
Still, I can't help but feel there's a better 
answer to all this. If American policy 
was geared more toward developing 
alternate energy sources and technol­
ogy instead of supporting the old indus­
trial complex, we wouldn't have to be 
involved in this mess in the first place. If 
America could have said, "we don't need 
anybody's oil," we wouldn't have to worry 
about losing millions of dollars to this 
fruitless military exercise. Americans 
approve all right, but that's because we 
have no choice. It would take years to 
put our other options in effect. 
Capitalism is a strange system. It 
provides plenty, but not for everyone. 
America's greatest failing is its utter 
inability to take care of its people. 
Admittedly no one wants a total welfare 
system, but a nationalized health sys­
tem may not be such ~ bad idea, not to 
mention daycare for children. Capital­
ism would be perfect if there was some 
way the benefit could be spread fairly, 
but still allowing an individual to reap( 
the rewards for their hard work. 
So what does all of this have to do with 
loving America? Despite all of its flaws, 
I love this country. I belive you can 
criticize America and still care about it . 
It's somewhat like being punished by 
your parents; it's for your own good. 
America is a country with great poten­
tial. The ideals behind the founding of 
America remain, even though she's slow 
to recognize them. Remember, slavery 
existed when the words "AU men are 
created equal.·=" were written. But slav­
ery doesn't existtoday. Eventually, we'll 
get it right. 
I believe in the potential of the Ameri­
can spirit. Even though people like 
Jesse Helms and Pat Robertson scare 
me to death, and I know fear at the 
·though of a conservative Supreme Court, 
somewhere within the confines of my 
being, I know things won't get that bad. 
The American spirit that supports liberty 
and justice for all won't fail in the end. 
It really burns me when people say, 
"America-love it or leave it". My re­
sponse is, "No, you're not getting rid of 
me that easily". This is my country too, 
and I have the right to make it a better 
place for me and mine to live. The 
system is warped, but the only way it's 
going to be fixed is if we get work to­
gether to make it right. That's why, 
despite its shortcomings, the American 
Dream prevails...it gives every Ameri­
can the chance to reach their potential. 
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Summer on Death Row 
by Steven Levitsky 
On Thursday September 13 the Buf­
falo Public Interest Law Program jointly 
with the Career Development Office 
sponsored a Brown bag Lunch entitled 
"Summer on death Row." 
The discussion presented a forum for 
two UB Law students, Josefine Pena 
and Jeff Ertel, to relay their experiences 
in working for capital defense organiza­
tions last summer. 
Pena began the discussion by stating 
her interest in working for such an or­
ganization was piqued after taking 
Advanced Criminal Procedure with Dr. 
Singleton. It was as a result of that class 
that she decided she was against the 
death penalty and wanted to work on 
behalf of those on death row. 
In response to her interest, Dr. Single­
ton referred Pena to the Alabama Capi­
tal Representation Center in Montgom­
ery, Alabama. Despite being hired on a 
volunteer basis, Pena found out soon 
after starting her new position that it was 
going to be anything but easy. 
"They give you responsibility, a lot of 
it," she related. 
According to Pena, much of the work­
load would have been unnecessary had 
the actual case attorneys done their 
jobs correctly. "We wouldn't have dealt 
with most of the cases if the attorneys 
took time to find the mitigating circum­
stances of the individuals," she charged. 
"it all came down to inefficient assis­
tance of counsel-the attorney just didn't 
do the work." 
A large cause of the poor lawyering 
was the lack of a public defender's office 
in Montgomery. 
"The cases are assigned to people 
who are inexperienced or don't want to 
do the work," Pena lamented. "They 
only make $40.00 an hour in court and 
$20. 00 an hour doing outside research." 
Pena's job was to do research and 
writing on behalf of the inmates. In 
doing this , she even had the opportunity 
to meet with several inmates face to 
face 
Her most vivid memory was of her 
office's attempt to get a stay of execu­
tion for Norrel Thomas. Pena was in the 
office until 2:00 a.m. helping in the effort, 
which was futile as Thomas was exe­
cuted that morning. 
Overall, despite the up and down 
nature of her position, Pena felt the 
internship was satisfying on both a per­
sonal and academic level. 
"(As a result of the internship) I learned 
to do a lot of practical things and felt 
good aoout myself," Pena stated. "Here 
in law school I don't feel like I have 
learned much taking tests and what­
ever." 
"You learn a lot doing all the research 
and writing and working with the in­
mates. You'reexposedtoalotofthings. 
Law school doesn't do that." 
After her summer experience, Pena is 
now convinced of her life's calling. "I 
loved the experience-it was great," she 
concluded. "Criminal law is something I 
really want to do." 
Jeff Ertel, a second year law student, 
worked for the Georgia Public Research 
Center. He found the job at the New 
York University Public Interest Job Fair 
and felt his work with the Prison Task 
Force ultimately resulted in his hiring. 
His job was paid at $8.00 an hour for 
a 40-hour work week, but his hours 
always stretched longer. 
"We worked 70 to 80 hours a week 
and 6 or 7 days per week," Ertel said. "In 
fact, three nights over the summer, I 
didn't even go home." 
Jeff and his off ice did work on every 
issue of every case involving death row 
inmates in Georgia. They wrote up 
everything, then gave it to an actual 
attorney, who merely signed it. 
Work Jeff did on the third day of his job 
portrays the rewarding nature of his job 
which carried on all summer. That day, 
he did research which was actually used 
in an argument the following Monday. 
Ertel also had the opportunity to work 
under Mark Olive, one of the top four 
professionals in the capital advocacy 
fiAlti 
Jeff especially emphasized the fact 
that jobs in this field of law are plentiful. 
"There's tons and tons of work in this 
line," he related. "Everybody in the field 
said if you want to do death penalty work 
after you graduate college, you can get 
a job." 
Some people may feel that the pris­
oners who get executed are getting what 
they deserve, but Jeff has his own ra­
tionale for assisting them. "Appellate 
work is not trying to get them off, just 
trying to get them commuted, he com­
mented. "That's my justification." 
One of the biggest surprises of Ertel's 
life came when he first had the opportu­
nity to sit down with a death row inmate. 
"I was surprised I was sitting down and 
having a conversation with an intelligent 
man," he related. "These men may have 
committed particularly heinous acts, but 
most of them are not particularly hei­
nous individuals." 
PIEPER NEW YORK -MULTISTATE BAR 
REVIEW, LTD. 
Come and meet John G. Pieper J.D., LL.M. Learn what the Pieper 
course has to offer you. 
Tuesday September 25, 1990 
at 5:00 in Room 109. 
SEE WHY PIEPER PEOPLE PASS 
For more information or information about signing into 
the Pieper course, contact any of the following Pieper 
representatives for Buffalo: 
Thomas Galligan Box 672 
Tammy Heckman Box 698 
Diane Herrmann Box 699 
Deborah Owlett Box 769 
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Environmental attorney 
speaks at brown bag lunch 
Andrea Sammarco 
News Editor 
On September 13, the Buffalo Envi­
ronmental Law Society sponsored a 
brown bag lunch session with Craig 
Slater, an environmental litigator with 
the New York State Attorney General's 
Office. Slater spoke for a little over an 
hour about his past experiences in doing 
plaintiff-oriented environmental litigation, 
the demands of working for the Attorney 
General's office, and the difficulties 
associated with breaking into the field of 
environmental law. He then fielded 
questions from the assembled group on 
a variety of topics. 
Prior to his position with the AG's 
office, Slater worked with Richard Lip­
pes, of the firm of Allen, Lippes, and 
Shonn in Buffalo, on the issue of getting 
compensation for Love Canal residents. 
He became involved with the Love Canal 
issue in 1978, when Lippes took on 
representation for the residents, and 
was involved in the litigation until 1983, 
when the case was settled. His involve­
ment in researching the issue has 
spanned over 10 years. When asked 
about the current steps being taken to 
relocate the Love Canal area, Slater 
stated that, as an employee of a state 
office, he must officially concur with the 
Department of Health's assessment of 
the safety of the area. However, as an 
individual who has worked on the issue 
extensively, he said he personally be­
lieves that the relocation plan is "ludi­
crous" and he expressed strong reser­
vations about the safety of allowing the 
area to once again become residential. 
Slater described environmental plain­
tiff litigation as "exciting, but difficult to 
break into." One of the difficulties in­
volved in getting a toehold in the field 
obviously exists in the burgeoning 
numbers of law school graduatet. look­
ing to do this type of work. The number 
of firms involved specifically in plaintiff 
litigation is also extremely limited. Slater 
suggested that the prospective lawyer 
who is successful in this field will not 
specialize solely in this particular area, 
and also to get as much civil litigation ex­
perience as possible. 
Environmental litigation can also be 
hampered by the limited resources of 
the plaintiff. Technical support is a 
persuasive but expensive necessity in 
many of these cases, and recourse to 
the legal system can be cost-prohibitive. 
The basic tasks of the section of the 
AG's office for which Slater works in­
clude research into pesticides, protec­
tion of wetlands, and Article 78 cases 
which are filed in order to challenge the 
decisions of an administrative agency 
such as the DEC. The AG's office has 
two criminal prosecuters, but Slater does 
exclusively civil litigation. The office 
also does outreach work. Slater stressed 
that one of his functions, and a primary 
intention in giving the talk, is to convince 
people to become environmentalists. 
He pointed out that the actions of a 
single individual can have important re­
percussions on the environment. "When 
I have three kids and I don't want to 
wash cloth diapers, I choose to use 
plastic diapers, and this choice has an 
effect." He encouraged people to think 
before they buy, and especially to avoid 
using potent environmental toxins such 
as lawn care pesticide services. 
Slater was encouraging about the po­
tential success of plaintiff suits against 
major polluters, citing such new devel­
opments as "quality of life" rulings, 
which allow more subtle considerations 
of the harm done to an individual's life­
style and environment to be taken into 
account by a court in assessing the 
damage done. He also mentioned a de­
velopment in the case involving the local 
Pfohl Brother's landfill, where the De­
partment of Health is beginning to col­
lect anecdotal data and statements from 
the residents involved in that dispute. 
Angela Gott Remembers ..... 
Prison Task Force Set to go to Jail~ 
by Nathaniel Charny 
StaffWriter 
The U.B. Law School's Prison Task 
Force program is set and ready to begin 
another semester, according to Janet 
Zwick, one of the Co-Directors of the 
program. "This semester we will be 
teaching at two medium-security pris­
ons: Albion, a women's facility and 
Wyoming, a men's facility." 
The Prison Task Force is beginning its 
twelth year, the program's first semester 
since winning the New York State Bar 
Association's Ethics Award for our work. 
The Task Force teaches basic legal 
research and writing to inmates of re­
gional correctional facilities. The pro­
gram is eight, two-hour classes, taught 
on the same night every week for eight 
weeks. 
This semester the Task Force will be 
teaching at Wyoming on Wednesday 
nights and Albion on Thursday nights. 
The first classes will be the week of 
September 24th; Wyoming on the 26th 
and Albion on the 27th." 
"This is a great year for the program," 
stated Fermin Soler, a Co-Director. "We 
are expanding into our fifth facility as 
well as implementing a brand new teach­
ing manual. Anyone involved in the 
program this semester will, if they want, 
be involved in finalizing the teaching 
manual that will be used for the next five 
or six years." 
"The process for signing up is really 
simple," explains Katie Sullivan. ''Two 
days before each class put your name 
on the sign-up sheet that is hanging in 
the mailroom. That afternoon your name 
will be called-in to the prison and you will 
have a note put in your box explaining 
what materials to prepare and where 
and when to meet to drive over to the 
prison. We usually meet in front of the 
law library at 4:45 p.m. and return to the 
school before 10:00 p.m." 
The Co-Directors of the Task Force 
explain that everyone is invited to par­
ticipate, regardless of their year in law 
school. "What we teach is very basic. 
The materials are on reserve in the law 
library and are really good at preparing 
you to teach. Preparing usually takes 
one ortwo hours. Besides, once you are 
in the prison, you are always paired with 
someone who has taught the class be­
fore so that you are never left on your 
own." commented Jeff Ertel, a Task 
Force CO-Director. 
The Task Force prepares the inmates 
for lhe Department of Correctional 
Service's (DOCS) Law Clerk exam. If 
the inmates pass the exam then they are 
certified by the state to work in the law 
library, one of the best positions in the 
prison. "Our passage rate is really fan­
tastic," explains Ertel. "Usually seventy­
five percent of our students pass the 
exam." 
In addition, the Task Force also gives 
the inmates some background in re­
search and writing so that they can work 
on their own cases, as well as help 
others. 
"Most important," according to Ertel, 
"is the experience that we, as law stu­
dents and teachers, get from the pro­
gram. By teaching this material you are 
reinforcing it in your own mind and that 
is an excellent way to learn the material. 
Perhaps most important, though, is the 
opportunity to meet and talk with in­
mates from the prisons. It seems a 
shame to go through three years of law 
school, especially if you are considering 
criminal law as a career, and never go 
inside a prison, let alone talk to a prison 
inmate. The Task Force offers you the 
perfect opportunity to do that." 
Everyone is invited to participate in 
the program, according to the Co-Direc­
tors, whether you wantto go to one class 
or all eight. All you have to do is to make 
sure that you sign up two days before. 
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This is the first of a two-part series 
Hello! Allow me to introduce myself. 
I am one of the 6 new Third Year Direc­
tors to SBA. All of us were "write-in 
candidates". When the winners were 
posted and a group of students was 
gathered around the posted election 
results, I kept hearing 'Who is Angela 
Gott?" All the other names were recog­
nized, as this is the third year and people 
have gotten to know one another over 
the first and second years of going 
through law school together. So I feel 
some explanation is in order. 
I had not filed an application to run for 
an SBA Directorship, but when no one 
from the Third Year Class had submit­
ted intent to run, I more or less volun­
teered. By end of election days, a number 
of others had volunteered or had been 
drafted to do it. I am interested in the 
Law School and in the SUNYAB Univer­
sity and am willing to make time to 
attend the SBA meetings and to share 
my historical knowledge of the running 
and functioning of both the Law School 
andSUNYAB. 
I began full time study at SUNYAB in 
June 1974. I arrived at SUNYAB with a 
B.A. in English and Sociology (double 
major) from Western Kentucky Univer­
sity. I began college in 1969 and at­
tended 5 different universities and spent 
16 months studying and traveling in 
Europe from 1969-1973-thefour years 
it took to get my first degree. The 
Teacher Corps-Peace Corps sent me to 
Buffalo in July 1973 and I got a Masters 
in English Education at Buffalo State 
in1974. 
As English teachers were graduating 
in large numbers and not very employ­
able, I decided to get a second Masters 
in Library and Information Science and 
began SUNYAB's SILS program in June 
1974. During this 1974-75 year, I took 
my LSA Tthree times and applied to only 
the SUNYAB Law School for Fall of 
1975. I was rejected because of low 
LSAT scores and a fairly low GPA (5 
different schools, 16 months study and 
travel and a double major in 4 years 
does not make for a high GPA!) So I 
reapplied for admission for Fall 1976 
and worked on a 4th degree, a second 
BA-this time in Social Sciences Ad­
ministration-Legal Studies. At SUNYAB, 
you can write your own degree program 
and only need to do 32 credits in resi­
dence to earn a second BA degree. All 
the credits from your first undergraduate 
B.A. count toward the second B.A.! 
I was admitted in Fall 1976to SUNY AB 
Law School. I had additional degrees 
and this factor had enabled me to be 
considered for admission, despite the 
low LSAT scores and low average GPA 
of my first B.A. I have a history of scoring 
badly on ail types of multiple choice 
standardized tests. My SAT's, ACT's, 
and GAE scores were fairly low also. I 
was 25 years old 14 years ago when I 
began my first year of law school. 
The student body and the professors 
and the atmosphere in the law school 
was quite different 14 years ago. Some 
people were not used to the fact that 
women were enrolled for the study of 
, law and some people were not used to 
the fact that minority students were 
enrolled and many were not used to the 
fact that disabled students were en­
rolled. The Critical Legal Studies con­
cept was not even really born yet. Stu­
dents were a lot more conservative and 
money driven in the mid-to-late '70s. 
The '60s and student activism was long 
over and apathy was rampant on the 
campus The students liked to go to beer 
blasts and party. Nevertheless, The 
National Lawyers Guild did exist and a 
group of women within the Guild had 
begun the Women's Law Students 
Association to work on concerns like job 
discrimination and sexual harrassment 
in the workplace, and sexism in the legal 
profession. Those issues, however, 
were not regarded as problems or con­
cerns of society, but only as women's 
issues or concerns. The Women's Law 
Students Association also ran a taskforce 
called the Women's Prison Project 
because there was little or nothing done 
for women behind bars. There were no 
recreational facilities, and women stayed 
locked up in cells, whereas provisions 
were made for male inmates to excer­
cise, work out, play ping pong, watch 
TV, etc. 
There was no Gay & Lesbian Law 
Student Association and no Club 504 for 
the Disabled either. Indeed, the blind 
students were put into the Legal Meth­
ods program with the minority students, 
and the numbers admitted each year 
was fewer than 18 total in that program. 
There were about ten student groups, 
including Moot Court and Law Review, 
and the SBA represented all the stu­
dents generally (The National Lawyers 
Guild represented an alternative to SBA). 
Every Spring, students put on a show 
called "Law Revue" and the faculty was 
invited to see alternative talents law 
students had in areas of music and song 
and dance. 
I participated in the Legal Methods 
Program and had a ringside seat to 
observe how this program had nothing 
individualized to address the needs of 
the blind law student. I had not been 
informed until 2 days prior to the begin­
ning of my first year that I was being put 
into this program. I had not asked to be 
put into this program, and when I was 
admitted to law school, I was not in­
formed that this program even existed, 
much less that I was going to be forced 
to participate. I only found out aboutthe 
Bakke case once classes began and 
then after some study, I realized why it 
was necessary for a token disadvan­
taged white student to be included in the 
Legal Methods Program. 
I am confident that the Legal Methods 
Program works much better for the stu­
dents coming into it today than when it 
first began in 1976. My placement into 
"Section 4," and our short list of names 
posted on the "1st year board" worked to 
stigmatize and isolate all of us. I was 
unable to get into study groups formed 
among the students making up the other 
three sections, and as most "handouts" 
were dropped off to BALSA and PO DER 
(presently known as LALSA) offices, I 
and the blind student were constantly a 
day late and a dollar short on all assign­
ments. We (entire student body) didn't 
even get mailboxes until the beginning 
of the second semester, so there was no 
means to easily provide us materials. 
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Faculty Statement Stance 
Last week, ten black law students at Yale Law School received copies of a 
note in each of their mailboxes-apparently as a response to a reported sexual 
assault of a female law student which occasioned in early September. The 
New York Times reported part of the contents of the note as stating "This was 
done by two black men," "Now do you know why we call you niggers?" The 
note was signed "Yale Students for Racism." 
The incident is presently under investigation, and many questions remain 
unanswered. It is unknown why only ten black law students were the 
recipients of the note, and if the author(s) of the note were law students 
themselves. 
This outward display of racial violence shocks the conscience. It also 
reminds one of several anonymous hateful attacks on homosexual and 
feminist law students several years ago here at U.B. Law School. In one 
instance, excrement wrapped in tin foil was placed in the mailboxes of two first­
year s!ud_ents who were deemed feminists, and anti-male. In response to 
these incidents, the faculty drafted and unanimously adopted "The Faculty 
Statement Regarding Intellectual Freedom, Tolerance, and Prohibited Har­
assment". The Faculty Statement is reprinted in this issue on page 2. 
Last year, two law students charged Dean Filvaroff and the entire faculty as 
?efen?ants in a suit charging infringement of their First Amendment rights. At 
issue 1s the Faculty Statement and its call for "swift and open condemnation" 
by the f_aculty for "remarks based on prejudice and group stereotype." The 
complaint alleges a "chilling affect" of certain forms of speech under the guise 
of 'tolerance'. The lawsuit is presently before Judge Arcara in Federal Court. 
Vicious racist, sexist, and homophobic beliefs are held by an alarming 
number of people in our society-including the insular confines of this law 
school. The Constitution exists to protect all speech, including that which we 
find distasteful. The Faculty Statement law suit is needlessly reaching a point 
of no return. Any constitutional defects in the Faculty Statement which may 
usurp the interest, intent, and commitment of fostering an open, discrimina­
tion-free learning environment for all law students should be addressed. But 
not at the taxpayer's expense, and especially not with a faculty possessing an 
imoressive caliber of constitutional exoertise to redress these defects. 
. The partie., involved in the lawsuit have needlessly created a power struggle 
m the form ~• a game of chicken to see who can hold out the longest in the 
name of ~,av,n~ tac~. Conversations with the plaintiffs reveal strategic plans 
to keep_the action alive to meet federal mootness and standing problems that 
may arise upo~ their graduation. (The plaintiffs are presently third year 
students.) Few 1f any f acuity members are willing to comment or converse on 
the topic because of their status as defendants. Some faculty members aware 
of possible constitutional defects are not willing to speak openly so as not to 
pit themselves against Dean Filvaroff. 
A ter~ific opportunity to bring students and teacher together in the challenge 
of drafting a statement to deal with discriminatory speech and behavior while 
maintaining constitutional integrity, is unnecessarily in the hands of ~ third 
party - the courts . 
The Opinion is interested in hearing the views of students concerning the 
statement. Read the Faculty Statement Regarding Intellectual Freedom, 
Tolerance, and Prohibited Harassment and tell us what you think. 
Staff: Bruce Brown, Lenny Cooper, Gary Ketcham, Daryl MacPherson, 
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"Don't look now, but our legal system has atrophied." I knew without looking up that 
it was Sue Generis, a law student intent on saving the world. I was somewhat 
surprise~ to hear this from her since she has campaigning endlessly for animal rights, 
Pro-Choice, and against her school's own Faculty Statement. I asked her how she 
knew but other obligations had sealed her lips. She was risking enough just telling 
me that much. Our legal system has atrophied, and somebody was responsible. I 
decided to check it out. 
First, I bought a copy of an influential newspaper from the east coast. Whenever 
there is some investigating to do, get a copy of a highbrow paper and tuck in under 
your arm. It doesn't matter when it was printed, it only has to help you look serious 
while you go around asking people questions. Plus, if things get dull, the crossword 
puzzle can keep you busy. I got a recent copy from a downtown news-stand and 
sitting on the front page was a report on a guy wanting to get the quintessential civil 
service job: lifetime tenure; vacations longer than most of my romantic relationships; 
servants galore; and somebody ready to help you remember what your paid to 
remember in the first place. All for spouting off on your own opinion. I scanned the 
page and it was a job in the legal profession, the fish stinks from the head to the tail. 
This guy was going to be very influential, and he didn't have to answer questions 
about the j.ob he was going to be doing. I didn't get it. 
The shadows were getting longer when I strolled into the bookstore, trying to get 
a feel for the pulse of the society, and there was a complete section of self-help books 
that dealt specifically with the law. Bankruptcy was the wave of the future followed 
by environmental and then the waters got a little murky. I couldn't se~ how the 
atrophy factor came into play with the variety of new areas of law, the computer 
~oftware looked pretty slick, and the covers of the books showed some young guys 
m tailored suits ready to solve any litigious problem. 
I w~s paging through a self-help insanity plea when the world started spinning and 
I fell into darkness. The focus was shifting when I realized I was awake. In a chair 
across the room a small man in a tight fitting tweed suit was cleaning his nickel-plated 
revolver. He looked like Martin Van Buren with a moustache, but his clothes were 
of a more contemporary look. 
"Awake?" He asked unctuously. 
How do you answer that question? I decided to nod my head. 
"Good. To business. You've started looking into the legal profession. We don't 
like that." 
He.said 'we' like a nurse or the Queen of England, something that is meant to 
co~vey an even more sinister element. I stayed quiet, it didn't hurt my head to stay 
quiet. 
"Too much is at stake for us to risk exposure because of your libidinous exercise 
at machis_mo. _Our entire legal system will be compromised if you go any further," 
he was still polishing his gun, absently sighting it in my direction. 
I noticed my column space running out so I decided to bluff. "I already know that 
the Bi~ ~oys are tryi_ng to eliminate the fundamental rights guaranteed by the 
Constitut_1on of the United States of America, circumventing the beliefs essential to 
a democracy." 
He ~aught m~ drift_ ~nd obliged me. "Democracies are slow to respond to the 
vagaries ~f pubhc opinion._ ~s paradoxical as it seems, the more freedom given to 
a population means that it s government is equally hampered to meet the new 
de~ands of the people. There is a lack of effidency in the system that allows the 
guilty to destroy evidence that is in police custody." 
It was t~e suppression hearing. Looking at his clothes I should have guessed that 
suppression had something to do with his zeal. I asked what his plans were. How 
do you reform the system, aside from the legislative act. 
"Use the media to foment public fervor, take a little dictatorial license through the 
le~islative body of you~ choice and use _the precedent to augment the ever growing 
latrtude offered to pubhc servants wearing blue uniforms," he was loading his gun. 
I asked how the legal profession fit in. 
"Lazy advocates make the burden fall to other arms of enforcement. Over-zealous 
advoca~es push the burden onto the legislature. It doesn't matter which side the 
lawyer ,s on, the polemics involved allow for a great disparity in treatment of 
defendants. The gulf in our society is widening, and we don't want the public to be 
aware of the increasing dysfunction of the legal system," he popped the chamber into 
place and smiled. 
The door shattered in an explosion of fury as voices cried out "Police, open up we 
have a search warrant," and ten men were stuffing the little man into set of handcuffs 
and carting him off to jail. Sue stepped into the room and I asked her about the 
atrophy in the profession. 
"Atrophy? I _said it has a trophy. Sorry if it caused you any trouble." 
Trophy hunting law students. What else is new? 
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Homophobes beware -Your days are numbered 
by Michael Gurwitz 
Layout Editor 
The setting was perfect. There I was, 
sitting in the lounge of the Marriot Hotel 
on Monday night, drinking beer and 
watching a football game. 'Twas a per­
fect place to muse about the rights, or 
lack thereof, of gay men and lesbian 
women in the good ole USA. A quick 
peek at the MTV-style McDonalds 
commercial on the tube confirmed that I 
was indeed living in the USA 
("McDonalds - food, folks, and heart 
disease," or something like that). Actu­
ally, a few quick peeks around the room 
provided plenty of grist to mill over: the 
blond cocktail waitress with the long tan 
legs and the short white shorts; the beer 
on special tonight - Coors, of course! 
- the commercials during the game 
featuring women in bikinis selling beer. 
Yep, definitely a good time to ponder 
that vile sickness known as homopho­
bia. 
Are you gay? Does that question 
bother you in any way? Answering that 
question in the affirmative can get you in 
a lot of trouble nowadays. The way I see 
it, being homosexual in 1990's America 
is a dangerous thing, sort of like being 
Jewish in 1930's Germany, or black in 
rural Alabama, circa 1950. According to 
a recent article in the Village Voice, the 
rate of physical assaults on gay men 
and women is skyrocketing, and the 
brutality of those assaults is extraordi­
narily severe. Equally frightening is the 
average age of most gay-bashers, esti­
mated as males between the ages of 14 
and 18. Clockwork Orange, anyone? 
Gay men and women comprise about 
15% of the population, or roughly 40 
million people. You would think that with 
such a significant portion of our fellow 
citizens livina under the constant threat 
of violence, ·our government would act 
affirmatively to protect them. After all, 
gays and lesbians pay taxes, and as 
U.S. citizens, they are entitled to life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Our 
government should be acting with ur­
gency to protect the lives of these 
Americans, but sadly, as most of us 
know, our government, both federal and 
local, has joined with the hate-mongers 
in the war on our gay brothers and 
lesbian sisters. An exaggeration, you 
say? Recently the Senate voted to 
adopt a measure that allows the Boy 
Scouts, and similar organizations, to 
exclude adult homosexuals and bisexu­
als from certain programs and activities 
for children under 18 years old. We all 
know that gays prey on young children, 
just as we know that negroes rape white 
women, and kikes sacrifice Christian 
babies. Incidentally, Al D'Amato sup­
ported the above measure, which Pat 
Moynihan opposed. 
My favorite big boned gal in the world 
is k.d. lang. She's a country-western 
singer with the best voice in show biz. 
She's also a lesbian and a vegetarian­
not your typical Nashville type. Re­
cently, k.d. lang got into a lot of trouble 
with part of her audience when she 
recorded an anti-meat commercial, 
called "Meat Stinks," for a national ani­
mal rights group. Seems that the local 
yokels in cattle country took offense to 
Ms. lang's criticism of the consumption 
of the decomposing flesh of dead ani­
mals. Her songs were banished from 
local radio stations. Such a response 
was predictable, but the backlash pro­
duced a particularly nasty result: some­
body spraypainted the words "Eat beef, 
dyke!" on the road signs around Ms. 
lang's home. . 
What is the source of such hatred 
against something as personal as sex­
ual orientation? People look to their 
leaders for inspiration and wisdom. 
Homophobia grew virulent in the 1980's. 
Hmmm, who was president during that 
time?. Why, the Gipper, of course! It 
took Ronald Reagan ten years to ac­
knowledge that AIDS was a serious 
problem. His silence until then sug­
gested that as long as the disease was 
only killing gays, junkies, and Haitians, 
there was no need to worry. After all, 
good people weren't getting sick. It 
wasn't until the son of a (fellow) actor 
caught AIDS from a blood tranfusion 
that Reagan took notice. Uh-oh, now 
rich, straight whites were at risk! Re­
agan appeared in a television 
commercial, a year after leaving office, 
and urged compassion for those suffer-
"Our government, 
both federal and 
local, has joined 
with the hate­
mongers in the 
war on our gay
brothers and 
lesbian sisters." 
ingfromAIDS. Thanks, Ronald. Where 
were you from 1980-88? (whoops, I 
forgot - he was busy organizing the 
mass murder of Nicaraguan and El 
Salvadoran peasants). 
Ronald Reagan, pride of the GOP. 
Now I know that both parties are guilty of 
perpetuating hatred of homosexuals, but 
for some reason, the Republicans seem 
to get all thc:1 credit. Several weeks ago, 
The Buffaio News reported on how the 
Texas Republican party, and its candi­
date for governor- Clayton "Redneck" 
Williams - have systematically used 
hate campaigns against gays to hurt 
their opponents and further their own 
careers. Adolph Hitler used a similar 
strategy against Jews and was very 
successful. George Herbert Walker 
Blueblood Bush used a similar strategy 
against African Americans in 1988, and 
was also very successful. I guess the 
What the CDO never tells-you 
by Gary Ketchum 
StaffWriter 
Back by popular demand! After my 
COO article last fall I was swamped with 
requests for more information (most 
people wanted to know when I'd be 
leaving town). Leaving aside the hate 
mail, the three requests I received 
seemed to indicate an insatiable yearn­
ing for more discussion of the cryptic, 
veiled secrets to landing the coveted 
"brass ring" blue chip law firm jobs. I 
really did not intend to write another 
article on the subject, but after having 
been deluged by these three requests 
(and the hate mail).~ realized that I have 
a moral obligation to feed the multitudes 
as best I can. It's lucky for you that I'm 
a seH-sacrificing humanitarian who's will­
ing to subject himself to another on­
slaught of hate mail, just to help you out. 
Unfortunately, the COO does not have 
the tie-lines that I have for tapping into 
the deeper esoteric regions of the job 
search experience. 
One issue I neglected to discuss last 
year has to do with computer mail merges 
that spew out boiler plate cover letters 
which appear to be as personal as if you 
were handwriting a letter to granny. 
There are several high level dangers to 
be aware of. These risks are illustrated 
in a story about a fellow student I used to 
know. He got careless with his rubber­
stamp merging system and accidentally 
sent his cosa nostra application to the 
DA's offices and his DA applications to 
the cosa nostra's. This unfortunate, but 
reckless student is now on the hit list of 
eight nationwide mob families, while the 
FBI has his picture posted in Post Of­
fices throughout the country. It goes 
without saying that this student is going 
to have an uphill battle at the interview. 
These problems can be avoided through 
careful planning and thorough cross­
checking before the envelope is sealed. 
Speed and efficiency values have their 
limits - although I must confess, this 
student's speed was his saving grace 
when he left town after this incident. 
The interview seems to be the focus of 
most people's concern and more needs 
to be explained about the art of caviling 
jabberwockyto your advantage. Using a 
baseball analogy, many interviewers like 
to fire a fastball past you to see if you 
have a lead-filled bat that is sleeping in 
your hands. Other interviewers like the 
changeup pitch that leaves you swatting 
at flies. But the most common pitch in 
the interviewing game is the hybrid 
breaking balVcurve ball ballistics test. 
Some of the more experienced inter­
viewers can get this pitch to break at a 
90 degree angle, which plays havoc on 
the groins and ovaries. The interviewee 
must learn to keep her eye on the ball 
and anticipate the angle at which the 
question is going to break. 
The lesson here is don't try to be too 
''fantastic." A moderate amount of phan-
tasmagoria will suffice. To illustrate, I 
will relate several incidents that hap­
pened to me this summer. One inter­
viewer asked, 'Why do you wear both 
suspenders and a belt?" I immediately 
deciphered this question as an outside 
slider, low and away, and I compen­
sated enough to pull the pitch into the 
left field bleachers. My response was 
decisive and unflinching. I said, "I wear 
the suspenders to keep my pants from 
faUing down around my ankles, and I 
wear the beltto keep them from rising up 
around my neck." The interviewer in­
stantly offered me 51 % of the shares in 
the firm if I'd come on board; an offer 
which I immediately rejected as inade­
quate. 
On another occasion, an interviewer 
leaned back smugly in his chair, dipped 
two fingers into his vest pockets and 
asked, "And what, pray tell, have you 
learned since you've been in law 
school?" Recognizing this as the pat­
ented 90 degree breakingball delivery, 
and determined to dump this arrogant 
swashbuckler out of his chair with some­
thing impressive, I launched into one of 
my "Into the bleachers" grand slam 
responses:l've learned that where the 
statutes are against you.argue the case 
law. Where the statutes and case law 
are against you, arguethefacts. Where 
the statutes, case law, and facts are 
against you, turn to the court's equity 
power and argue ad mjserjcordjam. 
When all of the above are against you, 
Republicans know a good thing when 
they see it. 
Official hatred of gays inspires gen­
eral hatred. When people see that gays 
are deprived of their civil rights, without 
Constitutional protection, they under­
stand the message loud and clear: 
"These people are inferior. They are 
less than human. Therefore, we may 
hate them, we may hurt them, and we 
may kill them." Even in the enlightened 
halls of our own law school, one may 
find expressions of this hatred. "Die 
Fags" is scratched into the inner doors 
of the law library elevator. Ignorance 
and fear play a large part in any person's 
bigotry, but there's nothing like encour­
agement from one's government to 
legitimize one's hatred of others. 
It is time for all good people to join 
together in the fight against homopho­
bia. The students of this University, and 
especially this law school, must oppose 
the official policies of hatred against 
gays which lead to the beatings and 
killings of innocent people. One way to 
fight this discrimination is by protesting 
the Jag Corps when it comes on campus 
laterthis semester. The military refuses 
to interview gay law students for jobs. 
This is intolerable. For those of you who 
are considering interviewing with JAG 
despite its discrimination, think about 
how you would feel if you yourself were 
gay and denied an opportunity simply 
because of your sexual orientation. To 
ignore the plight of your fellow gay stu­
dents is to ignore the blatant unfairness 
and irrationality of the whole situation. 
Whites joined with blacks in the civil 
rights days, and together, they defeated 
the racism of their government. Today 
African Americans serve as distin­
guished members of the military, de­
spite the warnings of racists thirty years 
ago. Gay men and women must be 
afforded tt~•s same respect, not only in 
the military, but everywhere. Homopho­
bia is an idea whose time has gone! 
Part 2 
as well as the Constitution, argue eco­
nomic necessity and efficiency, and you 
will dispel all further adversity. 
Upon completion of this oratory I was 
immediately offered a full partnership in 
the. firm. with $500,000 annual salary, 
and iweriiy years of back pay for the 
entire period of time they suffered with­
out my services. After considering the 
offer for several days, I decided to reject 
it in order to accept a lucrative work­
study position at the law.school library. 
But the point still hits home: learn to 
read the pitches, and take that pinstriped 
knuckle-baller to the parking lot on every 
pitch. 
Hopefully the above lessons will serve 
to heighten your awareness of the po­
tential dangers that lurk behind every 
facet of the job hunting process. I've 
tried to plummet to the nitty gritty depths 
in an effort to grapple with the thorny J 
issues beyond the contemplation of 
ordinary mo"'als. It's what COO never 
tells you; yet it's what you most need to 
know about this high-risk, high-tech 
entertainment field. 
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